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The recently elected  
ASH 
gov-
ernment  will go 
into action 
this 
afternoon  at 2:30 
when  the newly 
inaugurated  
Student  Council
 meets 
he 
College  Union 
to complete
 
reports from
 executive 
officers 
The 
apopintment  of Lyke 
maga-
zine editor 
and business 
manager.  
and 
several
 
ASH 
executive  and 
committee positions 
will  be the 
main topics 
of
 business before
 
Council.  In addition, ASH presi-
dent Brent 
Davis,
 is expected to 
make  his first 
report
 to Council. 
The  new 
Student  
Council,
 head-
ed by vice president
 
Bill  
Hauck,  
was  
inaugurated
 last 
night along
 
with 
ASH executive 
and judiciary 
officers at 
an installation 
banquet 
at Lou's 
Village.  The banquet 
was  
attended by 
officials of the 
college 
administration 
and student 
govern-
ment
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 paper 
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area, 
In relation to 
the termination 
of tenure of 
Dr. Bud R. Hutchin-
son and Dr. 
William  F. Stanton, 
Pres. John T. 
Wahlquist last night 
issued this statement: 
"On recommendation
 of the 
Dr. Bud K. Ifuteltinmw
 and 
Dr.  
illiam F. Stanton
 said
 at 
a protest 
gathering  
in 
F.118  that the committee
 
declined  to 
give 
reasons
 for 
its 
decision
 after
 they were informed 
Wednesday 
that
 
it would recommend 
that their 
contracts not be renewed. 
The
 
two voiced protest 
at
 the 
action  and 
charged
 the 
administra-
proper officials  
department 
heads,  subject  area 
chairmen.  divi-
sion deans,
 and the dean of 
the 
college,
 the
 usualnotices o likely 
terminations of 
services have been 
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probationary  ap-
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 pro-
cedure 
recommended
 by the Amer-
ican Association 
of
 University 
Professors 
The  
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DR
 
BUD R 
HUTCHINSON  
mailed are being sent one year 
in advance of the expected 
termi-
nation
 date, namely, at the end 
of the 1961-62 
school year. More-
over, in most instances,
 the no-
tices state the cases are 
subject  
to 
review  during
 the next 
school
 
year. 
"In no instance have the
 politi 
cal activities, philosophy or social 
views of the individual entered in-
to the determination. The 
conside-
rations have been such matters as 
teaching ability, 
attentiveness
 to 
duties and professional growth 
and  
conduct. 
"It is generally understood that 
the 
probationary
 period -- three 
years at the state colleges --works
 
to the advantage of the 
individual
 
and the institution. The professor 
: 
determines  
whether
 or 
not he 
cares to acquire 
tenure in a given 
institution and the itistitution de-
termines whether or not it wishes 
him to acquire tenure. The 
insti-
tution is 
obviously
 given the 
bene-
fit of the doubt. 
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. 'outspoken' 
DR. 
WILLIAM
 F. 
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 that 
Dr. 
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elate 
professor  
of
 economics,
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 sent letters
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 of 
tenurespringof
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Two petitions motes e ie-
lease of 
the 
professors
 
were
 put 
into
 circulation
 and 
plans 
for  a 
"protest 
rally"  in 
the
 inner 
quad  
at
 12:30 
p.m. 
Tuesday  
were  re-
vealed
 by Dr. 
Mirhael  Kay, 
assist-
ant 
professor  
of
 history. 
Dr. 
Kay.  speaking at 
the meet-
ing, charged
 that 
"partial
 cause" 
f..r
 the 
terminations  
was  that the 
Kofessors had 
sponsored an ef-
fort to 
register sit-in
 demonstrator
 
St. John 
Dixon at 
the college 
against
 the wishes 
of the college 
administration 
.....and 
now 
they are 
paying for 
it
 with their 
jobs."  
Dr.
 Hutchinson
 was 
applauded  
,nthusiastically
 after 
he told the 
,tudents 
"you
 are being
 cheated 
today by 
a watered 
down
 educa-
tion . . . because 
professors 
have
 
become  afraid to 
experiment,  
afraid to 
violate  orthodox
 views. 
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"If 
this
 present 
situation  goes 
unchallenged, the
 positions of 
all  
other
 professors on this 
campus  
will he 
intimidated."  he 
said.
 
He said that 
the professors 
themselves
 should 
determine  poli-
cy regarding 
faculty 
promotions  
and retentions
 and the purpose of 
the administration should be 
to
 
carry
 out the decisions of the 
educators. 
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and not the 
college,"  he 
said.  
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Miss 
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Richard
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old 
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cripts
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 Benz,
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-
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to ar for 
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ment
 
of 
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the 
am- I before the d'
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lege
 
approved 
housing
 
should
 
bassadors
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to promote 
COMMU- 
prevented
 
 v 
than
 KO 
students
 
come
 
from
 the San 
Jose Health. 
nity  . 
to . 
community
 
good 
wi
 II 
from
 e- 
g the
 
college
 
when  
it
 
Fire  
and 
Building
 
departments
 
among
 
the
 
people  
they  
will 
live'
 
openers
 
I i :he 
fall 
semester.
 
Dean
 
and  not 
from
 
the 
college,
 
Mr.  
Baron 
added.
 
With
 
an
 
dmeet."
 James 
Compton.
 
Benz 
said. 
"We  are 
educators  
and  not  
it,
-
Co
-chairman
 
of 
the Experiment
 
In 
Qualifications
 
for 
admission
 
to 
. 
Internat
 
lona!
 Living
 
program
 
SJS  
may  
be
 
made  
by
 
aariting  
to 
sPeet°""
 
he
 
said.
 
San 
Jose  
Fire
 Chief
 
William
 
and
 
one-half
 
months  in 
his
 re- 
Meted'
 
of 
living
 
centers  
is
 
delegated
 to 
'i, 
'..1'.;.;`,,:::)*?,,,
 
'Peet 
ire 
country.
 
, 
Applications
 
received
 
before
 
AROUND
 EVROPE  
sends  Its 
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 to 
the 
Flee 
We
 
will
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with 
a 
family 
for,
 and 
the 
student  
notified  
as 
to 
nth 
and  
we
 will 
travel.
 
whether  
or not 
he is 
admitted.
 
department.
 
one
 
month
 
around
 
Europe
 in groups  the 
rest
 
Arrangements
 for h 
ou s 
i ng 
Mr.
 
Meyers
 
said
 
that
 
the
 
Call. 
of
 
the
 
time."
 Trimillos  
said.  
1 
should
 
also  
be 
made well in 
ad- 
fornia
 
legislature
 is 
rewriting
 
the  
. 
state 
housing
 
code  
with 
"quite
 a 
Each
 
year
 
the 
council
 
sends
 
as 
vance
 
of 
the 
opening of
 ,the
 
fall
 
number
 
of
 
changes
 
planned."
 
'1 
Many
 
students
 as funds 
permit
 
isemester
 
Dean  Benz added. 
 
COFFEE,
 
TEA,
 
OR 
MILK  
 
resenting the
 artist's
 proposed 
 
sculpture will be on exhibit in 
the 
art building 
hallway and 
mom 
 135 through next Friday, accord-
ing to Leonard G. Stanley, art 
gallery.
 
director  
Future Teachers 
Receive
 
Honors  
Although  only one
-fifth  of the 
students  at SJS arc preparing 
: themselves to teach
 in high school, 
;they have 
received one-third
 of 
the high 
scholarship
 honors an-
nounced 
this  semester, 
according  
' to 
Dr. Richard S. Mitchell, asso-
r,ate 
professor of 
education. 
These 
students  received 
honors 
from the
 Key club. 
scholastic  hon-
or'
 society 
sponsored  by 
the  Phi 
 
Beta Kappa
 Faculty 
club, a 
nd
 
from 
the SJS 
chapter
 
of 
Phi  
Nap.
 
pa Phi, 
national 
honor  society,
 s 
who
 
are to be 
dismissed  were 
informed as of April 15. Hutchin-
son and Stanton were the only 
ones who were not." 
He also said that the outspoken -
cis
 of the two 
instructors
 
WAS 
probably a major reason for 
their  
release and 
Po. 
cause they did not have tenure, 
no official reason 
is required in 
the termination 
of their contracts. 
Dr. Hoyt said the administra-
tion 
has been invited 
to 
express
 
its views today
 at 12:30 p.m.
 at 
a 
special  meeting of the Ameri-
can Federation of Teachers in 
A133. 
The Emergency 
Committee
 for 
'Academic 
Freedom.
 an independ-
ent.
 non -recognized campus group. 
; 
announced
 late
 yesterday
 it 
would 
solicit signatures  today for a peti-
tion that would 
seek  to 
prevent
 
the release of professors William F.  
 St,int,,n P. 
Dr 
Mitchell.
 
Of 
13 
students  listed
 from 
Art 
Dept.  To 
Give 
dent
 
will
 
spend
 approximately
 
iwo
 high school
 or college
 
wolic  
COM-
  
insnection
 
staff 
, 
Dm 'stun 
of 
Humanities
 and 
AI 
'The 
building
 
arid fire 
inspection
 
five 
are  preparing
 to teach
 hi 
Awards  
Tue  d 
s 
ay 
the 
Health  
department
 
which  
Aug.  10 
can 
be
 
processed
 
promptly
 ' 
t ions
 
have  
chosen  high school
 
; 
teaching,  as have two 
of the 
five 
honored this 
semester from 
the 
, 
: 
Division 
of Business, 
he said. 
J 
school, 
said  the 
professor.
 
, , 
 
Six of the 
15
 honored 
from
 thi 
Division
 of Sciences
 and 
Occupa-
r 
stifled  research and originality 
among the faculty. "Our educa-
tional system is supposed to 
preach democracy." Stanton said. 
"but it is the most 
autocratic
 
system possible." 
'ALL W'ERE TOLD'
 
A 
special program 
1, 
faculty
 
and 
student
 honors 
will
 he 
held at 11:30 
a.m.  in the Art 
building  patio during 
SJS' Art De-
partment 
Awards  and 
Scholarship  
day  Tuesday. 
The announcement
 of prize 
441
 
winners
 from the 
annual  student 
will 
be 
given 
at 
A 
meeting
 on 
banquet.
 
Sunday
 
at
 
5:30,
 
accord-
 
LYKE INTERVIEWEEShelley
 Berman, well-known 
comedian,
 is 
..s,,, 11. %Ail '4. ar41,.., 
T ,,,,,, , , j,,,,, ,,,,, i .,,01,,,,1.,,i di. awards
 and scholarships ul'ill open 
Grades
 
Can  
Be 
Sent
 
signments
 
for 
the 
fall 
semester
 
office,  
'T1116.
 for
 the
 
Senior  
class 
rccior of 
Spartacam
 
issued 
an 
the
 
program. 
ByMail
 
 
In 
Envelope
 
Diesciay.
 
June  
13, 
at
 
noon
 in 
TH-
 ing
 to 
Rod 
Diridon,  
seniors
 
class 
the feature interview
 in Lyke,
 
campus
 feature 
magazine,
 due 
to 
go
 
appeal
 
yesterday
 to students who 
,. 1t,
 
um,
 a 
ish to 
h 
a 
e 33, 
according
 
to Dr. 
John
 
L. , president.
 
rs 
p. 
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locations, according to 
editor may have 
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spring semester grades
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 Chris- 
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of
 
more  
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a 
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se-  
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topher,
 "Cuba
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 a Spar.'
 
than
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Registrar's 
office,
 
mester
 
secondary
 
student
 
teach-
 
be 
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today  At 5 
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(Remo
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e
  
fection. Pres. John 
Admin2
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will be 
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ing 
will
 he 
Provided
 at
 
this
 
meet-
 
Speakers
 
will
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President
 
Johol
 
Campbell 
entitled
 "The Kid's Last Fight," by Nick 
Peters. 
The  
national 
publication.
 
Olsen  may 
returned to 
his office early this 
T. 
Wahlquist
 
Ing 
by
 
Dr. 
Moody  and 
Dr.
 
WII-  
 ' ASB
 
President
 
Pat'
 
magazine will have a large share 
of fiction and
 hunter.  Another 
. 
ham 
B.
 
Spring,
 
associate
 
professor
 
of 
education.  
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Pictures
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, 
, exhibition will
 highlight the 
pro -
the 
opportunity
 
to 
be
 a 
good  
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and
 see the 
world
 at 
Deadline
 
Nears
 
A ceremony 
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depart
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,ame
 
time.
 
1 
eser-tattoos
 arc 
still
 
aiailable,  
 
Of 
Spartacampmental
 
and  institutional
 
student 
1 
Secondary
 
student
 
teaching 
as-
 ' in 
the 
Student
 Affairs
 
business
 , 
)'riday.
 
June
 23, 
or
 they
 
may 
he
 
Melted
 
up 
Monday.
 
June
 26. in 
AdMUY2.
 
McClenahan
 
and
 AS!) 
President-'
 
elect  
Brent
 
Davis.
 
innovation of 
the magazine will be 
the featuring 
of
 three 
Lyke 
dolls.
 Price of the 
magazine  is 35 cents. 
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 at CY 
7-7449,
 
or
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Suzie Mariette
 
at
 CY 
5-9972.
 
expected to be 
In hI 
office part time, 
college
 
adminis-
trators reported 
yesterday.  
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Collegiate
 
Capers 
At 
Other  
Campuses
 
By 
RUSTY  
Los Angeles 
state college 
scored  higher than most 
East-
ern  colleges as reflected by 
two  
Independent
 current events polls 
taken 
recently, reports the 
LA 
State 
College  Times. 
A New York study by Dr. 
Joseph Ernest Garai, assistant 
professor at Staten Island cisn-
munity college, found 
that  only 
1 is,r 
cent (unbelieveable  but 
true,
 according to the Times( 
could name the U.S. Secretary 
of Defense, compared to the 
LASC figure of 58 per cent: 
only 5.1 per cent Easterners knew 
the  name of the Secretary of 
Health.  
Education
 and
 
Welfare,
 
compared
 to 
LASC
 statistic 
of 
41 per cent. 
Dr. Garai tallied 
.137 resismses 
from 
foe eastern colleges. The 
LASC poll was taken 
by stu-
dents in a 
political  science class. 
Dr. Garai's findings parallel 
the LA state
 results In that 
they show 
little difference be-
tween college
 grade level on the 
test. 
"Seniors did not 
perform bet-
ter than 
freshmen." 
  
More titan
 half 44 683 stu-
dents recently polled at 
UCLA 
understand but disagree with 
at 
least two provisions of the U.S. 
Bill of Rights. 
The poll aimed 
MILLER 
to suggest that the U.S. Con-
stitution no longer is  accept-
able. 
Sixty-eight per cent 
disagree 
with the ninth atnendment and 
believe
 that the federal govern-
ment should assume more titan 
its delegated and implied
 pow-
ers Dom states. Fifty-six per 
txtrit do not 
agree with Amend-
ment
 SLx. The majority felt 'that 
the accused should not have to 
be confronted by the accuser 
in a 
public trial. 
Only "trial 
by
 jury" 
received  
large support: 96 per cent. Two-
thirds of the students do not be-
lieve in the right of 
peaceful  
assembly. 
   
"Operation Abolition," highly 
controversial film of the "riots" 
or "demonstrations" during the 
House Committee on Un-Amer-
ican Activities hearings in San 
Francisco last May, is being 
shown at colleges throughout 
the United States. 
   
Arizona state university 
awarded 1687 sheepskins Tues-
day at its 75th annual Com-
mencement exercises, according 
to the State Press.
 This is the 
largest graduating class in AF 
history. School there is out on 
June 2, two 
weeks before SJS. 
 
Thrust
 
and
 
Parry
 
-
 
Fraternity  Criticized
 
For Race Letter 
EDITOR-
 in answer to the 
, letter of May 
29
 that prestun-
ably was signed 
by 14 fititernity 
members, I will express a few 
criticisms that I feel are nec-
essary. 
In the 
first  place, a Negro is 
a member of a race, not 
a re-
ligion. I personally know sev-
eral Negroes who are very 
good 
Christians. It seems that the 
stu-
dents who wrote In 
support of 
frateinities
 do not 
know what 
Christian  principles are. Can 
you tell met why there are 
no 
Negroes in 
these fine Christian 
organizations? 
You  will tell me 
that Negroes do not want to 
rush the Greek organizations.
 
They don't rush because
 they 
know 
that they will be sifted 
out
 through social pressure and 
cleverly hidden 
discrimination.  
I would 
like  to challenge any 
fraternity on 
this campus to ac-
cept  a Negro as a member, on 
the basis of his 
Christian
 and 
moral beliefs....
 If this Is what 
they really stand 
for. I 
would  
like to see a Negro accepted aS 
an individual, for 
what his vir-
tues 
are  and for the good he 
may be for an organization. 
It seems to me that distribu-
tion 
of
 flesh or certain 
skin 
tones represent a spontaneous 
judgment  of character to the 
Greeks. It is a basic Christian 
virtue to judge 
all men as in-
dividuals.
 To judge a man by 
any other scheme is a direct 
contradiction of 
the  moral and  
ethical values
 of Christianity. 
There is no need for a 
Negro  
fraternity. The need 
is for Chris-
tian fraternities that
 are sincere 
in their principles. 
Ward Janws Onlyas 
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275A E. San Fernando
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Santa 
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Adm. 
Bldg. 
flittenbergers
 
Nrci
 quz 
where  
figures
 
count...  
GIRDLES
 ...
 
BRAS...  
FITTED TO 
REALLY 
FIT ... 
'Extend 
Admiration 
To Righteous 
Students'  
EDITOR 
We 
v.riuhl  like to 
take this
 opportunity 
to extend 
our admiration and
 appreciation 
to those 
students  who have risen
 
to the
 call of righteousness.
 
Using the channels
 of the free 
press, whicb
 we are sure 
would  
not exist
 if Dr. Koch's 
doctrines  
were extended to 
their logical 
conclusion,
 to decry the unpa-
triotic 
and un-Christian 
code of 
hedonism 
so openly espoused
 re-
cently on this campus. 
There  is no doubt in our
 minds 
that Dr. Koch is 
bent on de-
stroying our 
"American way 
of 
life." 
In retrospect, we 
cast forlorn 
eyes on those 
good  days before
 
Dr. Koch,
 the apostle of all 
that 
is 
evil and had, 
descended upon
 
our 
campus.
 Gone are the 
days 
of 
innocence and ingenuity
 
Gone are the good days
 when a 
male student 
could look at a fe-
male 
student
 with 
something
 
other
 than raw lust 
in his eyes. 
Dr. Koch 
truly has unleashed
 
an 
evil monster upon us, 
and it 
is up to usthe 
pure  in thought 
and action -to protect
 the doc-
ile, innocent and weak from fall-
ing 
prey  to his ideas. In 
the end, 
he will ruin our
 social order and 
all that it 
stands for: pre-mati 
tal chastity, piety, reverence,
 
adulation of 
the home and fam-
ily 
and that most revered 
and 
Summer
 
Match 
Mates
 
separates
 that 
were made 
to go 
together.  
Skirts
 
jamaicas, 
pedal pushers, 
capris
 
culotts.
 
Size 
5 - I 8. 
4.99 to 
14.99 
'4" 
&up  
ko6erta,:s 
286
 
S6util F.rr,t 
r,troot 
honored
 of all 
American  °insti-
tutions,  
Motherhood.
 
Dr.  Koch is not, as some peo-
ae claim, a free thinker. Free 
thinking
 cannot
 be 
used
 to de-
stroy 
our 
established,
 revered 
and 
strictly adhered to moral 
code,  such 
as pre -marital vir-
ginity. For we all know that 
sexual 
Intercourse  can 
be noth-
ing but the manifestation  of eel, 
taM 
animal instincts without the 
completion of 
the legal cere-
mony  
that makes 
it
 good, mean-
ingful, right and gratifying both 
physically and emotionally. 
We 
are also happy 
to observe 
the  obvious absence of hypocrisy 
concerning tttis subject. Yea, the 
clear-headed
 
and 
unemotional  
analyses of the situation con-
tlIbuted to this column have 
been
 
truly  
something
 
to
 be 
praised. Instead of accepting the 
word of an assistant professor 
of biology 
relying on 
authority
 
as a 
source  of knowledge,
 we 
fall back on the 
tried, accepted 
social mores, folkways, 
old -
wives' tales, ingrained prejudices 
for a 
glimpse of The Truth, 
Donald B. 
series( 
ASH
 A6861 
M. Fred Karitien 
ASH A11475 
'We Don't Know 
Candidate Platforms' 
EDITOR St L1,11.111 ,tpat  
student apathy, student apathy. 
The cry goes out from Tower 
Hall to the IA. building. We 
have a close representative type 
of government, resounds the 
chorus. And those few wise 
men  
here on campus comment to the 
student body: get acquainted 
with the issues inform
 your-
selves and vote intelligently. 
Those of as who 
faithfully 
read our favorite campus news-
paper don't know that class 
elections ate 
now in progress. 
We don't know the platform 
which  
each candidate 
filed  in his 
petition for office. It's all a 
secret. And this 
is good because 
then we inan't
 hold anyone re-
sponsible for not
 fulfilling cam-
paign promises which weren't 
published. We don't know know 
candidate qualifications.
 We're 
surrounded with
 darkness. 
When we retire for the eve-
ning we can rest secure in the 
knowledge 
that
 we have been 
able to inform ourselves of 
the  
upcoming class 
elections
 and 
that 
we have objectively picked 
that platform which will 
strengthen 
student
 government 
here at San Jose State College. 
But can we 
rest
 secure? (Think 
about it.) 
ASH 
5628
 
Francis Friedman
 
Which is Important?
 
'Moon 
or Freedom' 
EDITOR-1n proclaiming the 
"Freedom Doctrine," President 
Kennedy calls for an all-out ef-
fort to beat the Soviets to the 
moon and an accelerated pro-
gram of bomb shelter construc-
tion. 
While the necessary expendi-
ture of $10 million may stimu-
late our nation's 
economy, it is 
difficult to understand how it 
will promote 
"freedom."
 The 
Dr. Lassen 
Plans  
Europe 
Sabbatical
 
A trip to Europe along with 
the study of 
its economic prob-
lems will be the project of Dr. 
Andrew 
Lassen, head of the Eco-
nomic and Geography depart-
ments,
 during his sabbatical 
leave next semester. 
"I will be studying 
the effect 
between European economic 
community and the European 
free trade areas
 as far as trade 
Is
 concerned. This data will be 
compared with the same prob-
lems in the U.S.," stated Dr. 
Lassen. 
He will journey to England, 
the Scandinavian countries, 
Italy, Switzerland and possibly 
the 
Soviet
 Union. 
"This summer during the 
six 
weks session I will exchange 
places with Dr. Norman Keiser, 
State University of New York 
College of Education. He will be 
teaching several 
courses  at SJS 
while I will be teaching at State 
university," 
explained Dr. Las-
sen. 
Dr. Keiser 
will  teach Eco-
nomics
 IA, principals of Eco-
nomics, and Economics 200, 
and 
a seminar in 
current economic
 
problems, added the 
economics  
instructor. 
He stated 
that KP1SP1' will 
he 
added
 to itir 
economies
 staff 
next
 fall.
 
military  
value  
I)f 
being  first on 
the  
moon  is 
open 
to 
serious
 
question,
 as is the 
effectiveness  
of 
shelters
 
in 
the 
event of nu-
clear 
war. 
One 
thing 
about
 
which  
there
 is no 
question.
 how-
ever, 
is that
 the 
first 
requisite  
to 
"freedom"
 is 
freedom
 
from  
poverty,
 
hunger,  
illiteracy
 and 
disease.
 
Better  
than
 one-half
 of the
 
world's
 
peoples
 now suffer 
these
 
conditions.  
I 
sugest  
that  
the
 
cause 
of 
"freedom"
 would 
be 
better  
served
 if we 
were to 
de-
vote  our 
$10  
million
 to the 
eradi-
ration  of 
the earth's
 ills, rather
 
than 
to fly 
away
 from 
it or hide 
within  
it. 
(1.-rail 
Ilarns.11
 
.ISIS 11181; 
Annual
 
Misspelling
 
Irks SJS 
Senior 
EDITOR The 
tells us 
that this 
year's  La Torre 
is the 
biggest anti 
the best 
yearbook  
yet  published 
and that 
now we 
should buy our 
copies while they
 
are still available.
 
I believe 
one sign of a 
good
 
annual
 and a matter
 of some im-
iiortance  is the 
cot
 rect spelling 
of the names
 of graduating sen-
iors.  Yet, I know 
of three cases 
Including
 my own, 
God knows 
how many others 
there are, 
when
 the names 
have  been 
badly
 
butchered.  Why and 
who is re-
sponsible?
 Is it too much
 for us 
to expect 
to have our names
 
spelled
 correctly? 
Certainly,  a 
little checking
 on someone's
 part 
could and would
 prevent such 
mistakes 
from occurring!
 
For the 
sake  of all those 
sen-
iors who
 follow us I trust this 
is 
done in 
the future. 
Furthermore,
 
I only 'hope
 that such an in-
excusable 
slip -shod, inaccurate 
Visitors To Teach 
During Summer 
Dr. Frederick C. Dommeyer, 
philosophy department head, an-
nounced last week that two emi-
nent philosophers.  Mr. and 
Mrs. Morris  Lazerowitz, will he 
teaching two summer classes in 
philosophy. 
"These two eminent teaching 
visitors will be replacing Prof. 
Bouwsma of the University of 
Nebraska and A. E. Murphy of 
the University of Texas," said 
Dr. Dommeyer. 
Bouwsma  and 
Murphy
 taught philosophy sum-
mer courses at SJS in 1957 
and 
1960, respectively. 
Mrs. (Alice Ambrose) Lazero-
witz has two 
doctor,ate  ,Ilegres 
--one from the University of 
Wisconsin, the other from 
Cam-
bridge  university in England. 
Both have been on the facul-
ty of Smith college at Northamp-
ton, Mass., for many years, ac-
cording to Dr. Dommeyer. 
Mr. Lazerowitz 
has  authored 
a book on metaphysics, and both 
are co-authors of a book on 
Si2a2tanalb1  
Entered 
as
 second class matter April 
24 
1934, at San Jose. Californi. under the 
act of March 3, 1879. Member 
Calico,.  
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 
practice
 
does
 not 
apply 
to our 
diplomas
 as 
well,  
official
 docu-
ments 
at 
that.  I 
know 
my 
par-
ents 
did not
 name
 me 
In a 
fit  
of 
laughter
 or 
in
 a 
moment  
of 
despair;
 
why  
make  it 
seem 
as if 
they 
did?  
Incidentally,
 and in 
the same
 
vein,  a little
 proof-reading,
 also 
the mark 
of a 
good  newspaper,  
would do 
wonders for 
the Spar-
llsn
 
Sandford
 H. l'unlance 
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Producer
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de 
Ruchernunt
 
has
 
started
 
plans
 for 
the
 
filming
 
of
 
a 
biog.
 
raphy
 
of 
composer
 
Ed
 
ward
 
Greig.
 
Tentative
 
title
 
for
 
ths
 
film
 
is 
"The
 
Fur
 
Goal."
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LEARN HAIR STYLING!
 
Beauty culture 
training  et San Jose  Beauty College 
offers 
you  career filled with activity, excitement
 
and  lifetime Of financial
 socurity. Write or see us 
for 
literature.
 
Remember, the busy school gives 
the  test training. 
San 
Jose
 Beauty 
College  
37 W. SAN 
CARLOS  
CY 
5-7684  
COLLEGE 
STUDENTS
 
MEN 
We 
have  a summer job
 for you! Herie
 is 
what a 
few SJS students 
who worked for 
us 
last
 summer
 say 
... 
PETE
 ("Happy
 Ponderer") 
KUEHL:
 
Plenty of r- 
. . 
of a time 
TOM 
CORNELL,  Phi Kappa 
Phi 
honor  
student
 (3.8 
average):
 
"Real 
intellectural
 
challenge
 ... 
made 
more than $140
 per week 
. . . developed
 my personality
 
...
 worked 
part-time  all 
school 
year. 
JIM 
RISTOW,
 
sophomore
 English
 
major:
 
'I 
started
 
at 18 and made rip 
wards  of $130
 per weel 
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Set  
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1.
 
,,1111-
 xt,1,41
 
Ii ItI
 11, 
sjs graduate,
 
John
 
Harris  
from
 
Howard,
 will be 
featured
 
in 
this
 
month's
 
gallery
 tea 
program
 
at 
egia 
Moidalvo
 
at
 2 
p.m.,
 
Sunday,
 
Hurry!
 
WV.111.
 
-ill  
TAKING  
10:4,RVATIOI,  
FOR
 
SUMMER
 
SESSIONS
 
at
 
LAD
 
M 
\int
 
WARTMI
 
Eqiiipped
 
I' 
it
 
 
SWIMMING
 
POOL
 
 
TV
 
 
Recreation  
Room  
Beanonable
 
Bate.  
thilc
 
2 
blocks
 
tocamptis
 
\ 
I 
loot
 
1 11 1 'nf %I' 
11'11i 1 111. \ Is 
520 :s 'al. 
) to,
 sa 
1019 
'college
 
orchestra,
 
will
 
be
 
Premium-
ed
 
by
 
the 
Montalvo
 
Music  
Com-
mittee,
 
which
 
ismducted
 
an 
audi-
tion
 
to
 
seleet
 
the 
proaturn's
 
lured  
performer.
 
The 
public  
is 
ins
 ited
 
to
 
the
 
()cin-
ema
 
in
 
addition  
tit 
ssitingi
 
the 
ari 
galleries,
 
gardens
 
and  
erounds  
at 
the 
cultural
 
center
 
hi
 
aratoga
 
Islamic
 
Society
 
Talk
 
The
 
pre-islaihar
 
LIS 
ot 
women
 
and
 
the 
role
 
of 
Islam  
in
 
raisirag,
 
their
 
station
 
in 
life  
will  
be 
discussed
 
by 
Habib 
Iduaiii, 
di-
rector
 
of 
the 
Islamic
 
Society,
 
Sun-
day  
noon
 
in
 
Memorial
 
chapel.
 
The
 
public
 
is
 
invited
 
tree
 
of 
.....,  
-at--............. 
I 
GUARANTEED
 
TV 
$25 
& UP 
1:
 
Nr.
 
Hatlitto
 
Ili/.95
 & 
l p 
i 
It 
, 
11.41,010,
 & 
HI
-#1 
REPAIRS
 
1 
I 
Open
 
7 
Uays
 a 
Week  
I 
DILLARD'S
 
TV
 & 
APPLIANCE
 
I 
60 
S. 
2nd  
CY
 
2-8253
 
Unique  
STUDENT
 
DISCOUNT
 
on 
all STEREO
 
and  
L.P.
 
RECORDS
 
Open --
ail 9 a m. 
Mon. & Thurs. 
Li 
Completely
 
equipped
 
to 
fill
 
all 
your
 
stereo
 
ard 
Hi -Fl
 
needs
 
2417
 
:atevens
 
Creek  
Rd.
 
7,1
 
CYpress
 
5-0388
 
(near 
Valley
 
laid
 
10% 
cfi 
DISCOUNT
 
s
  
4// /1/ / 
BRING  
AD.  
VOID 
AFTER JUNE
 15, 1961 
lew,le 3/ fie am( rl/fg.i 
WTMENT
 
r 
lir
 
STORE 
JACKSON 
arid 
FOURTH  
SUPER
 
SMOOTH
 
SHAVE
 
New "wetter-than-water"action
 
melts
 
beard's
 
tough.  
liess-in
 
seconds.  
Remarkable
 
new
 "wetto
 
-than-water" 
  
mai bur.. Old
 
,itiee 
Super  
Smooth
 
Shave  
its
 
scientific
 
approximation
 to the
 
feather -touch
 
feel 
and 
the  
efficiency
 of 
bather  
shop  shares.
 Melts your 
beard's
 
toughness
 
like
 
hot
 
towels
 
and massage
-in 
seconds.
 
Shaves
 that 
are 
so 
comfortable
 
you 
barely
 
feel  
the 
blade.
 
A 
moque
 
combo'
 
Ilion
 iif 
antievaporation
 
makes  
Super 
'smooth
 
:shave
 
stay  
moist
 
and 
firm.
 
 
re-lalliming.
 
no 
'Ii'
 
spots.  
Itklier
 and 
creamier.., 
gives 
the most 
iari,litag
 ,1e... 
lastest,
 
cleanest
-and
 
ifltit 
combat:dile
 
Regular
 m 
mentholated.
 
1.00.  
crpke
 
S 
T 0 1,1 
rsitleet
 tr. 
I 
jolts.  
The ;InnuA Sin 
, \ i ' : . t i e t i
 II,,.'
 190 1,-61
 
i. 
itisI 
w 
he hrd 
ill 
ad t list ttf Art GitlItrity 
June eon
-
July 7. 
Plc  .shi n bit ios \s ill include 
I 'am, 
Ii' 
Inlet 
Peoll a11(1 
3I,I.j.11-iik,(1
 ( .114 
1(1 
11);
 ",111;,- 
C;(111,,l'it1,10  .1itiy
 17 11 I 
28,: 
and  an ill 
eslubition
 oi sum-
mer 
rscission s.udents 
thniugh 
1,. 
FILM ItATES 
Film 
dales  
1,,  be Mr, led 
on
 the 
,-Ilemlar
 
of
 
E's
 
en'
 
"111
 
inrit"ir'
 
\Vivo  
Is
 it' 
'it. in 
At.17- an 1 
'From Renoir
 to Picass,o." 
IJime 
27. 12:30
 
pm.:
 
"Red  Mudge of 
t June 28, 8 p.m..; "T'ub-
ism." 
"Impressionism,*  
"Ohject-
 [ 
ive At'!,'' and 
"The  
Expressionists'
 
Pevult."
 
tJune 2t1. 
12.110
 
lama:
 
'Prisoner (if 
lenda..'
 
5. 
I'm.Other
 films 
Will  
he -NO, 1 hweg(
 
iv Northwest.-  i.litly 12. 8 p.m  
Frank 
NVritthr And 
"%Val-
) er Gropius" IJuily 18. 12:0 ,tit   
'Japanese Pottery
 Titilst..'  Tub 
14, :1:15 
turn,:
 
"All
 
at
 SPA -
20. 
pan. 
an
 " d 
Dn
 o't Cri Near' 
the Water." 
Aug. 2. p t 
A facultc remit) s; .11 hp the 
musieal
 activities
 June 27 when 
(-lenient
 
Hutehinsin.  
assistant
professor
 of mimic 
elarinet 
I. Gib-
son fil'OrPF01- 
musie 
, violin
 
Donald 
101711.101.
 
A,,mnej-
ate 
prolessor
 of music 
Ana
 
Thomas
 
Ryan, professot mush)
 
i 
Dianna  
[irritant
 
in 
("on tort
 
Hal!,  
8 13 
pan 
The  
Kamehamelta  
Boys'  
ehnnis
 
silOperiorm  Thily 
20.  8 pm.. and 
he 
tittr1111(1.
 
'it'' lust 
:111,1 
10:IY
 i  
zi
 
\ 
.rog
 
few 
ftks 
tSAIITA  
CRUZ
 BEACII
 
liaalcing
 Every
 sat 
Night  
GUN 
CRAZYDonald
 Funk, 
hiding
 in a Turkish 
bath,
 is 
delermIned
 to shoot
 Alden Peterson In 
George 
Bernard  
Shaw's
 comedy,
 
"Misalliance."
 
The
 
Speech  and
 Drama 
production  will be 
pre. 
rentedMonday and 
Tuesday
 nights at 8:15 in 
Studio 
Theater.  Tickets will be 
sold at
 
The door. 
Prices 
are 50 cents for students and $1 
general 
admission.
 
:ni,lay Juno 2 legll 
IRPARTAN 
DAILY -4 
Art 
Winners  
To 
Be 
Named  Tuesday 
I  c 
wirMenit  
from a 
to.  
Lute
 'vs 
Lovera.  
assist
 a 
:)). 
efillalift,  
lii SJS' annual
 
,111,tell.,
 
fesors 
of
 art, 
Stephen  
FrermAt
 
ao,1
 
, art
 
exhibit
 will  be 
announecal
 
Tuesday  at 
11:30  
a.m, during 
the  
Art 
Department
 
Awards
 ayht 
-;cholarship  
Day. 
First,  
second  and 
third places
 
m  
addition  
to 
two honorable men-
 
,iral
 
will  be 
awaided.  
The 
student 
exhibit,
 
sponsore.i
 
nnually 
by
 the Art 
department.  
sill be 
on display
 through 
July 
- 
Over 
1(14 arr 
ublecta; 
are on 
cahiblt.
 
The art 
works are 
now  
considered  by a 
faculty jury  ),/, 
siting
 of William
 Randal. 
iate  professor of art. 
David Hatch 
er: 
POP 
 ORGAN 
CONCERT
 
Summer
 Arts 
Shaw  Comedy 
Scheduled
 to Run 
FestivalGivec
 
Monday,
 
Tuesday  in Studio Theater 
rat 
 
SJS Cu! 
Misalliance,"
 a comedy 'by in 1053. 
George Bernard 
Shaw,  will be pre- 
cti it 
'sit.,
 F.1 1.1 551, 
tented
 by the Spciech 
and Drama Co): umcs tm 
lmoo's  
ure 
department Monday
 and Tuesday are by 
Honda  Lewis. lightlng h.* 
at 8:15 p.m.
 in Studio Theater,  Charles 
Latona, and
 
protkrties
 
The  scs molt consecolise 
SJS The three-hour 
play is being ) and 
sound,
 Delray Franks. 
-Miurner 
ot Arts. slated 
pectormed
 
entirely 
by
 tnembers of Tickets will be sold only 
at
 tic 
II. time 21; 1,, 
2, 'silt
 
otter
 , 
the
 Rehearsal
 and Performance  
'door.  Prices 
air  50 tem-  
soi'ii'i5 
''I,,111/4
 
Si
 
ti's 
class of Miss
 Elizabeth Loeffler, dents 
and St geneial 
plays and 
.a-,sociate
 
protesur
 of drama,
 who 
is 
directing.  
Essentially 
a domestic play of 
lose
 and marriage, the story con-
cerns the owner of an English 
undm Wear company (Alden Peter-
son I 
and  his family. All action 
lakes
 place in one day. 
SHAPELY ACROBAT 
An ;di -plane 
piloted  by Edward 
'loch:Iran, 
carrying shapely acro-
bat Sandra IVard
 crashes 
into 
owner
 Peterson's 
greenhouse.  Be-
fore long, 
Sandra
 finds herself 
pursued by 
the Meal gentry. nota-
bly Peterson and his son I Robert 
Sherman). 
Othek in the 
east are 
Rieharrl
 
Parks, Zoe 
Kamitses,
 Susan Evers, 
Donald Funk, and Richard Ros-
somme, who also is in 
charge  of set 
design.
 
The Shaw comedy was first pro-
duced in England in 1910 and 
later on the American !Age in 
1917. It was revived on Broadway 
? P ? 
ectu
 5leo 
PINNIN(A  
Margo 
Speer,
 
Flayward.
 to Bud 
Ilatitermatt, 
Lambda  Chi Alpha 
it tI' 
it'11,)111ology major, Hay. -
ward.
 
Anna
 Coldlis, 
sophomore  
home
 economics major. 
Lodi.  
to 
Rod  SInatera, 
Lambda
 Chi 
Alpha  
sophomore
 
physical  
education
 ma-
ke% San 
Jose.
 
F.NNAfirldRKTIII  
A July wedding 
is planned for 
' Pat 
Knowles.  Delta 
Zeta senior 
kindergarten 
- primary 
education  
'major, 
Salt  Lake City, Utah, and 
' Ray 
Wells,  employed :is an 
en -
tort in 
Salt Lake City, 
Lois 
Beazer,
 junior home 
eco-
I mimics 
major,  San 
Jose,
 is ell-
ert 
to Stephen True,
 
aoprin-
 ,re 
accounting  major, 
San  JORP 
Wedding 
plans  are for 
October 
lin) 
they  ritnrern
 Diane Barlett, 
mhomore
 drama 
major,  
Oakland,
 
,r1 Roll Clark, 
Sigma  Chi senior 
1),,oising major, San 
Mateo.
 
19 
Studerqs  Cited 
For Scholarships 
Nineteen SJS
 -:inients have 
been
 named
 
for  
music
 
scholar-
ships after recent auditions in 
Concert  Hall. 
Susan Snook,
 from
 Saratoga,
 
was granted a tour -year tuition 
scholarship 
by the San Jose 
Wom-
en's Auxiliary of the San 
Jose 
Symphony. 
S(1101.ARSHIP  WINNERS 
One year tuition scholarships
 
were wattled 
to 
Joan
 
Bridges 
of
 
San 
Jose  by the Santa Clara Coun-
ty branch 
of the Music Teachers 
assn.: Camilla 
Shelden
 of San Jose. 
'San Jose Youth
 
Symphony;
 Roy 
Prendergast
 
hf 
1.,,s  
Gatos. 
San 
Jose Mush. Study 
,.lub; 
Paul
 Nt.-
varro of San Lorenzii.
 
Sloven
 
Bros.  
Aiiisic house. 
Ann Jan/en,
 Char'es N.lignorta 
and Maineen 
Sehino, all of San 
,loye, received one 
yent
 
lit 
li,iil 
1,111.41n  
hy 
11as 
Richar.ls 
which also awarded 
one 
semester
 
sehotaiships  
to 
LaVerne  
Broughton
 
of Cupertino 
stud Ree. 
Padfield  
of San 
Joam,  
MASSON  
AW.IRDS
 
Past I 
Masstrn  awarded one 
yriAi  
tuition
 strItolarships tit 
(*Mt lie' 
Chance 
n1 Slinn:. 
ale,  Joyce John-
son of 
Santa
 
Chita.  Fredric 
Pad-
den
 
of
 San 
la -e. Cent ze Turner of 
Ceres   and Abil
 Won 
of
 Stockton. 
I 
Karen  
Brandon
 of San
 Jose, 
Gary 
Grey 
of Santa Ross,
 Slliy 
Stnekholm
 of North 
11011ywniwi.
 
and Susan
 Viera of 
Olinda re-
ceived 
MIMIC' department 
scholar-
ships, isillOh
 
Were 111:111(8 Ihroit.411 
Library
 
Concert  
Records
 
selnKillied  trom 
noon
 to 
1 p.m.
 and 
t.i 4 p.m. In the li-
brary.  
study  
10001.
 
Gotiltl:  
Fall 
River
 Legend. 
C'opland.
 Plano  I 
'invert°.  
LOW,
 LOW 
SUMMER
 RATES
 
FOR 
Modern 
Furnished
 
Apartments.
 
As
 'AM 
IS $80
 
For Two 
Bedroom
 
l'nits
 
 
SWIMMING  
POOL
 WITH 
MOST  UNITS 
 
ROOMMATES
 
FURNISHED
 IF 
DESIRED 
 
CONVENIENTLY  
CLOSE
 TO CAMPUS 
Alm,  Theta 
Brand New Units
 Have 
All 
Electric
 Kitchens.
 
Carports,  And ... 
NO
 SERVICE 
CHARGE 
Don't
 
Wait,  MAKE 
Reservations
 Early 
cpaPtan
 
Ontal
 
irep!ice 
SOUTH 
NINTH
 
CY 
7.8877 
 
MIDNITE  
 
 
 
* 
ST 
BILL 
THOMPSON
 
PLIJ, 
SELECT 
SILENT
 FILM: 
SATURDAY
 
JUNE
 10th 
FOX THEATER : 
SAN JOSE 
GENERAL 
ADMISSION  $1.25i 
TICKETS
 NOW ON 
SALE
 
* 
AT 
 ALCO PARAMONT 
75ESODKso .3RD NS: ,4N  
37 W SAN FERNANDO 
 
FOX 
THEATER
 
SAN 
JOSE  
*V. ******  *If*  
MODERN 
I 
OCTMACHINE  
We
 
have
 
student
 
certificates  
that
 give
 you
 
$1000 
towards a 
brand 
new 
Ro7a! 
Futura''
 BOO 
PORTABLE
 
icillYMP114 
MM. AZ 
Royal is 
the only
 port-
able 
with
 all the 
fea-
hires 
of
 big 
standard  
office 
machines!  
COME
 IN AND
 GET 
YOUR  
CERTIFICATE,
 
LIMITED
 
TIME ONLY! 
L,
 
AsPNJetersieskerstmadmarmatchw8.101
 
$3.0  Cj° 
/ 
CERTIFICATE
 
,4m.....Amarroriwousallellend
 
modern
 
office 
machines
 
co. 
124 1 San Fernando
 1..) 
,,e.. C, 
itcre 
FREE
 
DELIVERY  CY 1-5283 
  
  
Nefeaketmert- aware* 
J Up,/
 I D,SCOUNit,
 ON 
it
 I Kt 
IAA \ GHEE
 I t 
TIRES 
FREE
 WHEEL bALANCE 
INCLUDED 
Al 
48111 Intl-
 I) 
lit
 
Sunup
 s 
I 
111:11,,
 \ I 
511 
GEORGE'S
 SERVICE CENTER 
741, ch
 11 
Slaty,
 
4t1,
 8 JACKSON CY 4-4862 
Old Worhl Charm 
in Dining 
America's 
Most Beautiful 
Hof  brau
 
 Authentic
 
Bavarian  
Food
 
 Music Every Night
 
SUNDAY
 
through 
grip....q;
 
Die
 
RhInelander.:
 
THURSDAY
 
Wilda  
" 
and 
Her  Pano
  
t'sn 
Baughn  
Fri. & Sat. Nitesa. 
Band 
ciardeit
 
III!rti
 if 
r-
51 St). 
Market   
I 
1 7-201)2 
:4 
ArtillTeMilirr,
 72: 
Weekend
 Guests Welcome 
At 
the  . 
. 
MOTEL
 CITY CENTER
 
. . . where they
 will 
enjoy 
the ultimate
 in modern
 relax:Alan! 
e 
46 
New 
Delos, Units and Heated 
 
Flee
 
TV and also Phones
 in 
Every  Po,n 
 King
 Size 
Beds  
and  Family Units 
 
SpeciI
 Rates to Students and Their 
G0e.0.  
 
Within  
Walking  
Distance  04 Camp,. 
Approved Living 
Center  
For
 
SJS  
College
 
Cirlc
 
WENDY
 GLEN I  
814,
 arid 
WILLIAMS  
TWO OPTIONAL PLANS 
CTANDARP FLAN 
135501) and up 
ACADEMIC
 
PLA`.1
 
$3100C
 
e" 
roer  re --
Inquire 
and Compare 
SOUTH 
SECOND
 
AT REED 
CYpress 4-2995 
BUILDING ((MURES 
CY 3-0644 
or CY 2.6711 
gliw" 
We're
 buying
 
used 
texts 
regardless
 
of 
whether
 
they  
will
 be 
used
 or 
discontinued
 
next  
semester.  
For 
top cash 
prices,
 friendly
 
efficient
 
service, and 
convenient
 
location
 
see 
us 
at
 
California
 
Book  
Company.
 
We're  
buying
 
used
 
texts  
regardless
 
of
 
whether
 they 
will 
be used or 
discontinued  
next 
semester.  
For top cash 
prices, 
friendly  
efficient 
service,
 and 
convenient  
location
  
see us at 
California
 
Book Company. 
We're buying 
used 
texts  
regardless of 
whether
 they 
will 
be used 
or 
discontinued
 
next semester.
 
For 
top 
cash
 
prices,
 friendly
 
efficient  
service,
 and 
convenient  
location  
see us at 
California 
Book
 Company
 
4SPARTAN
 
sit v 
lie 2 14611 
Presidential
 
ROTC
 
Review  
Science
 
Programs
 
ract 
Local,
 
Initiates 
Four 
SE 
Officials  
Announced
 
in 
4 
Fields
 
Alpha 
Phi 
Omega  
To Att 
ROTC 
presidential
 , 
p.m. 
 
An initiation 
dinner -dance 
was
 
review  
honoring
 outstanding ca -
held at the Bowlariam in S a 
, 
dets  and 
the president 
of the 
col-
lege 
will  be held Tuesday
 on 
the 
Jose by members 
of
 Alpha Phi 
Women's
 athletic:
 
field at 1:30 
/mega. men's national
 service   
fraternity,
 last Saturday night, ac-
ording to Kent 
Vlautin, publicity 
,hairman.
 
The  new 
members
 are Garry 
Peterson, Barry Brass. Dave
 
.t 
ner
 and 
Steve Salkind. 
Do 
you 
want  to  
name
 your 
own 
salary
 & hours?
 
Especially
 you homemaking
 and 
business students. Attend the op-
portunity meetings held at Uncle
 
John's Pancake 
House.
 El 
Camino  
Real,  Santa Clara
 Mon. night 
7:00. Meet 
with Mistress Harry 
M. Paul's 
group. 
Bring 
this ad 
with yoo
 
ALL INVITED!
 
Phone ELgato 6-2420 
Goodwill
 
Seeks 
Unwanted
 
Goods  
Students 
who
 plan to move at 
the end 
of
 the 
semester 
may 
have
 
their unwanted,  
usable clothing, 
furniture
 and
 
miscellaneous  
arti-
cles 
picked  up by the Santa Clara 
county 
Goodwill  industries,
 an-
nounced Jim 
Allen.  Spokesman.
 
The 
donated
 material
 will be 
used 
for 
sales training of 
handi-
capped clients in the 
Goodwill  re-
habilitation 
program,  he said. 
Inquiry about this service and 
a request for 
pick-up can be made 
by calling Goodwill industries at 
CY
 5-3815. he said. 
$ FRESHEST DONUTS 
72 
Varieties
 
Gingham  Girl Donuts  
\ 
117  
So. First
 
CV
 
6-9660
 
:-WeiGGebssobefatbesext. 
FINE PORTRAITS 
200/.
 Discount To Students
 
.49E44
 Ramirez
 Studio 
Distinctive  Bridal Photography
 
By Appointment
 
942 E. Santa Clara
 CV 3-7471 
-   
SUMMER
 JOBS 
IN 
EUROPE
 
Earn ow 
trip
 and expenses 
FOR FREE 
INFORMATION WRITE TO 
American  Student Information 
Service v 
Jhnstratte
 
IS A. Frankfurt/Main.
 Germeny 
***** 
**********************  
*******
 ***************
 
 
 
a 
* 
jsrh & E. itiANTA 
111 
 
WHEEL BALANCING 
 MECHANIC ON DUTY 
 WE HONOR 
MAJOR CREDIT 
CARDS 
 
AUTOMATIC 
TRANSMISSION  
SERVICE 
(9ionii
 24, llott r 
I 
lortvalk
 
Sertdce
 
CY 1-5:78 
*i
 
I Paul Moore, mayor of San Jose:
 
I Dr. John T. 
Wahlquist,  president 
, of SJS; Dr. C. Grant Burton,
 exec-
utive 
dean;  Dr. Burton Brazil, 
adviser to Spartan
 Sabres; Col. 
W.
 P. Whelihan, professor of mili-
tary 
science
 at Santa 
Clara uni-
.ersity;
 and Lt. 
Col.  Emery A. 
cook
 
of the SJS 
Air Force ROTC 
will be present to review the ca-
det 
corps.
 
President Wahlquist is scheduled 
to present a commendation ribbon 
to 
M 
Sgt. 
Oscar 
W. 'Burford for 
meritorious performance of duty 
while 
assigned  to San Jose 
State.  
He is retiring with the rank of 
Lt. Col. after 22 
years
 of 
service
 
in 
the  army. 
The ROTC drill team,
 which has 
won 11 first place awards in com-
petitions this year. 
will  deliver a 
marching exhibition. All faculty 
and 
students
 are 
invited  to 
attend
 
the 
ceremonies.  
Thief 
Lifts Steins 
From 
Student
 Apt. 
A burglar with a 
yen for beer 
steins entered the apartment of 
an 
SJS  student Wednesday morn-
ing and took two
 
stems worth $25. 
The thief entered the apartment 
by prying off a window screen. 
Later that same evening a 
coed's  
apartment 
in the same 
building
 
bad a window screen pried loose. 
Theodore 
M.
 Hallis, 21. of 385 
E. William at.. told San Jose police 
the 
steins  were taken while 
he 
was away from the apartment be-
tween 8:30 and 10 
p.m. 
Sherry 
J. Wald. 
21,  said 
she 
heard a noise at her apartment 
window at 1 a.m, but did 
not  
investigate. 
Two
 
SJS 
Students
 
Take 
Design
 Kudos 
TYct SJS students won top
 
prizes in a recent interior decora-
tion contest . sponsored by the
 
Northern California chapter of the 
American Institute of Interior De-
sign. 
Winners  are:
 
Donald
 
R.
 Tonn, 
awarded  
first  prize 
worth 
$1000;  
and Russell W. Phinder, given sec-
 ond prize worth 
$500.  Tonn placed 
* first for his interior design of a 
HAMBURGERS -18c 
New franchise  new ideas! The firs+ 
Golden Point restaurant 
in California! 
We give you speedy service plus
 high. 
quality 
food! 
I 
Open
-
10 a.m. to 12 p.m. Daily 
'til 2 out. 
 
THE GOLDEN 
PINT
 
THE 
GOLDEN  POINT 
Drive
-In 
2940
 Alum 
Rock
 isote. 
CL 
I 9871
 
Its Almost Too Late 
To Get 
Your 
1961 
Yearbook
 
only  
250 
left
 
l'urchaNt. your., at THI6 
HURRY!!
 
time.
 
Honorable mention went to tw.) 
other SJS students, William 
Flem-
ing and Larry Cappelli. The con-
test was limited to college interior 
decoration
 
majors.  
Language
 Pre
-Reg  
To Ze During 
Finals 
 ',on 
language
 pre-registi
 a-
t ion for 
all currently 
enrolled  SJS 
students  will be held during 
finals 
week, Monday,
 June 12 and Tues-
day.
 June 13. 
The 
pre-reg  
program  is 
devised
 
to 
guarantee seats
 to those 
stu-
dents wishing or 
needing
 to 
ful-
fill their language
 requirement 
and to provide early information
 
about scheduling
 problems. 
Students presently 
taking lan-
guage courses are 
given priority 
Sign-ups are 
scheduled for June 
!.t 
'
 
tilt 
72 
varieties of 
PIZZA
 
DANCING
 
FINE
 ITALIAN 
DINNERS  
& SANDWICHES
 
Tonight is 
jai (4 
7Z.9 
At
 
6 to S p.
 
in. 
REFRESHMENTS
 
IS  A GLASS 
ROME -IN 
l'IZZERI/1  
1076 The Alameda
 
CV 5-0146 
Parking  in Rear 
Open
 
It
 a.'..to 
2
 
am.
 
-mummounimmonnummiumiT 
I tonal
 
Science
 
Foundat
 
ion  
Programs
 
for  
the
 
1962-63
 
school
 
year
 in 
four 
fields  
of
 study
 have
 
been
 
announced
 by the 
SJS 
Re-
search  
and  
Field
 
Service
 
Center.
 
Renewable
 $5000
 
Post
-doctoral  
Fellowships
 
are  
available  
to any
 
U.S.
 
citizen
 
with a doctoral
 
degree  
or 
equivalent
 
experience  
for 
one 
calendar
 or 
academic
 
year.  
Dead-
line
 for 
applying
 is 
Sept. 
5, 1961
 
and 
will 
include 
$500 
for 
each 
dependant,
 
research, 
tuition
 
and 
travel
 
allotment.
 
UNRESTRICTED
 
PROGRAM
 
Unrestricted
 
Undergraduate
 Sci-
ence  
Education  
programs.
 
(sci-
ence, 
mathematics
 
and  
engineer-
ing) are
 
available
 for 
summer
 
work 
and 
have
 a 
maximum  
re-
quest
 of 
three  
years.  
Proposals
 
must be 
submitted
 by 
departments
 
no 
later  
than
 Sept. 
15, 1961
 for 
1961  
summer
 
work  and 
by Jan.
 
15, 
1962
 for 
work 
during  
the 
1962-63  
academic  
year.  
Summer
 science
 
training
 
pro-
gram 
for 
secondary
 
school
 
stu-
dents
 will 
provide  
advance  
train-
ing, 
for 
high  
school students 
not
 
available
 in 
high  
schools.
 This 
is 
a 
summer  
tenure 
plan  for 
insti-
tutions  
who 
grant  
advanced  
de-
grees, 
and must
 be filed 
by Sept. 
1, 
1961.  
College
 
Approves  
New  
Late
 
Leaves,
 
Old
 
Lockout
 
Codes  
The  
college
 
rat
 ion has 
officially 
accepted the 
AWS pro-
posed 
lockout
 codes
 and late
 leave 
privileges  
for
 SJS women
 living 
in approved
 housing 
next 
semes-
ter, 
according  
to Terri 
Galvin, 
activities  
adviser.  
Lockout
 will 
remain
 at 11 
p.m. 
for 
week
 nights 
and 2 
a.m.  week 
ends  for 
next  
semester,
 while 
the 
number 
of late 
leaves  
will
 be al-
tered.
 Late leave
 lockout 
will  be 
midnight 
for  week 
nights
 as usual 
and 2:30 
a.m, on weekends 
instead
 
of 
the  previous 3 
a.m.
 
NEW 
LATE LEAVES
 
Freshman women now 
will  
ha...  
three late 
leaves,
 sophomores 
fit
 
juniors seven
 and 
seniors
 nit.  
Currently  senior women 
are 
pe,  - 
milted 12 late leaves. 
Nliss Gal, in
 reported 
that  
1,,I 
lowing
 a 
survey of late  
leave
-
used by senior women, 
two soror-
ity houses found 
an
 average of six 
to sesen late leaves used 
while 
two
 of the approved 
apartments
 
found seniors
 used 
an 
average
 of 
two late leaves per senior. 
Representatives from 
various  
campus 
organizations  
voted  in 
the  
recent AWS meeting for the pro-
posed revisions. Included in t 
he
 
meeting were 
representatives 
from: Panhellenic, two of the 
women's 
dorm  
s. 
AIS, 
WA/s. 
SPEARS.
 Black 
Masque and seven 
elected
 officers and 10 
appointed
 
chairmen. 
LEsS
 
'GRACE'
 
Other  administration approved 
revisions 
now in 
effect  for the fall 
are. 10 grace minutes granted per]  
semester for each 
coed in 
lieu ' 
of the original 15; 
no overnights
 
are 
in be taken in 
the San Jo,r 
area, and no 
phoning  
in
 for 
over-
nights.
 
During 
orientation
 week. Sun-
day through 
Thursday,  coeds 
in 
approved  living 
centers  must be 
in by 
11:30  p.m. 
with
 no late 
leaves to he taken 
gakm 
-71 - 
owe,
 
SA
 
... 
t 
, 
40, 
 
Corsages
 
Bouquets
 
CV
 2-0462
 10th and 
Santa Clara 
Research
 
participation
 
for  
high
 
school  
teachers  
are 
eligible  
for in-
stitutions
 
who 
have 
active
 re-
search
 
programs  
appropriate
 
for 
applicants  
to the 
research 
parti-
cipation  
program.
 It is a 
plan with
 
academic
 year
 extensions
 if 
desir-
able, 
and includes
 direct 
opera-
tional
 
costs,
 indirect costs,
 
and 
student
 
stipends.  Deadline for ap-
plying  is 
Aug. 
15,  
1961.
 
Applications
 may be obtained by 
writing 
to Special Projects
 in Sci-
ence
 
Education
 
Section,  
Division  
of 
Scientific
 Personnel and Edu-
cation,
 National
 Science
 Founda-
tion, 
Washington
 25, 
D.C.  
We 
LAIUNDER DRESS 
chiPti 
OWL'!
 22c 
mOM 
ROOSEVELT  
CLEANERS  
916 E. SANTA
 CLARA 
cpieey
 
RESTAURANT
  NAVAJO
 LOUNGE 
BAKERY
  WEST
 SAN 
CARLOS  AT 
SHASTA,
 SAN 
JOSE,  
CALIFORNIA
 
cpieey  
 
CAMPBELL AVENUE
 & WINCHESTER RD.
 
CAMPBELL,  
CALIFORNIA
 
cpieey 
OCEAN I 
WATER  
STREET
 
SANTA 
CRUZ,  CALIFORNIA
 
cpivey:s  
535 E SANTA
 CLARA STREET 
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 
pialev.J 
GRANT
 ROAD EL 
CAMINO REAL 
MOUNTAIN  VIEW, CALIFORNIA 
citalef 
EL CAM INO 
REAL
 AT OLIVOS 
SANTA CLARA,
 CALIFORNIA 
'roasted Chicken Se 
fake
 home. 
Let 
SPIVEY  furnish 
'roosted
 
Chicken for your 
party. From 
one order to 
a thousand. 
SPIVEY'S
 
DRIVE-IN 
RESTAURANTS 
if/he
 afteria 
131 E. William (bet 3rd & 4th) 
presents a limited but 
select 
collection of gifts for Father's  
Day. 
 
Woodcuts  by Thomas Elsner 
 Handwoven ties 
by lack Levor Larsen 
 Japanese folk art boxes 
for 
cigarettes, 
keys,  letters, etc. 
 Japanese
 folk
 art telephone 
note  
 
Japanese
 
folk art toys (dog.
 
tiger
 
towel,
 
books 
 Japanese 
lacquered 
ashtrays  
 Cigarette
 boxes in 
faience
 
by 
Arabia 
of Finland 
 "Good
 design 
award"
 fly 
swatter
 
 
Chinese  
picnic  baskets 
 
Rattan  tie
 rack 
 
Mail
 
baskets
 
 Japanese folk 
art  kite 6 feet long 
 
Ashtrays  
by 
Hermann
 
ashler  of 
Denmark 
HOURS
  
Tuesday
 2-6 
Wednesday
 
4-6 
Thursday 
5-9 
9Z 
Asp!J1 
Saturday  11-6 
We're
 
buying
 
used
 
texts  
regardless
 
of
 
whether
 
they
 
will  
be
 
used
 
or
 
discontinued
 
next  
semester.
 
For  
top  
cash
 
prices,
 
friendly
 
efficient
 
service,
 
and
 
convenient
 
location   
see us 
at 
California
 
Book 
Company.
 
We're
 
buying  
used texts 
regardless
 
of 
whether 
they
 
will  
be 
used
 
or 
discontinued
 
next
 
semester.
 
For
 top
 
cash
 
prices,
 
friendly  
efficient  
service, and 
convenient
 
location  
see us at 
California
 
Book Company. 
We're 
buying  
used 
texts  
regardless
 of 
whether
 they 
will 
be
 
used
 
or
 
discontinued 
next
 
semester.
 
see us at 
California
 
Book 
Company.
 
okra
 
/7/1 
"Here's 
hoping  you 
take 
advantage  of us 
and sell us your 
) 
used
 
texts."
 
"Give  
us 
the  
business"
 
CALIFORNIA
 
BOOK
 
CO.  
Right 
across  the 
street
 
from
 
campus
 at 134 E. 
San
 
Fernando
 
ring 
; of 
hey 
;ed
 
or
 
Jed 
!ster.
 
ish 
endly
 
nd 
ipany. 
ring
 
; of 
hey 
;ed
 
or
 
Jed 
;stet.
 
ish 
endly
 
nd
 
pan 
y. 
ring 
; of 
hey 
;ed
 
or
 
Jed 
ster.
 
pa ny. 
Kos 
4 
titt 
acific
 
Association
 
Next  
Spartans  
To
 
Bypass
 
Compton
 
Meet
 
Swi
 
Jial-
 
State's track 
team
 
will
 ' 
York  
on
 June 
16 and 
17. 
,,vpass
 
the
 
Compton  
Invitational
 
it 
and 
field
 meet 
tomorrow.
 
Spartarur
 will take 
a 
week  
of 
rest 
to
 
devote
 
their  
time
 to 
studies.
 
The
 
next
 
outing  for 
coach
 
Bud 
Winter's
 
forces  
will
 be 
the 
Pa-
cific
 
Association
 meet
 at 
Stan-
ford, one
 
week  from 
tomorrow.
 
Is 
that
 
meet,
 
athletes  will
 be try-
ing
 
fin
 
times
 
and distances
 
of a 
ealiber
 
to
 
warrant
 their 
passage
 to 
A eltioripitinsliinS
 in Ness 
LOW
 
RENTAL
 
FOR 
COLLEGE
 
EMPLOYEE
 
Lala
 
from
 college;
 (urn. 
or un-
ion. 
sunny
 
duplex
 
apt.;  I 
balrm:
 
law 
rental
 
in
 exch. 
mgt.,  maint. 
d,plex; small garden.
 lawn; 1st 
time 
offered.
 Avail.
 Sept.
 I. No 
.hildren,
 
pets. Refs. CY 4-7561 
'ter
 
6 
p.m.
 
The 
PA meet 
will 
feature
 
SJS,  
Stanford,
 
California
 
and 
the 
Santa  
Clara 
Youth 
Village.
 
Few
 members
 
of 
the 
Spartan,
 
Bear
 
or
 
Indian  
squads
 
are 
shun. 
Ins 
for
 the
 
Pennsylvania
 
meet.  
Charlie
 
Clark,
 
Dennis
 
Johnson
 
and  
Dan 
Studney
 
are  
the  
must  
consistent
 
of
 the
 !QS
 
squad.
 
Don 
Ramos,
 
Bob  
Poynter,
 Ron
 
Davis,
 
Harry  
Edwards,
 
Willie
 
Wil-
liams
 
and 
Genet  
Zubrinsky
 
are 
iithers
 with 
a 
good  
chance
 to make. 
the
 
trip.
 
Stanford's
 
Dave
 
Weill
 In 
the 
.m; 
and 
Art
 
Batchelder
 in 
the 
SCHOOL
 
OUT  
CASH  
FOR
 
YOUR
 
GOOD
 
USED 
CLOTHING  
111111 
i 
1 
:1110P
 
1183
 E. 
Santa
 
Clara  
CY
 
7.7151,
 
IMPORTED
 
GIFTS  
 
RELIGIOUS
 
ARTICLES
 
IMPORTED
 
RELIGIOUS
 
STATUES
 
WITH  
CRYSTAL
 
EYES
 
,Wouie
 
o 
f 
cJJi4on 
Ti 1
--.its
 
Sanaa/AY
 9 to 
1396
 
E. 
Saida Clara 
I.`1 
'sot), 
'I Ito
 
1 
CY
 4.6605
 
Get  ready
 for 
summer
 cycling
 
NOW!
 
A Iles% 
TkIltliffli
 10 
speed 
&railer  
bicycles 
equipped
 with:
 
 
111  HET 
11.1.51T
 wide
 range 
d, -railer
 
 NISI 
deluxe
 renter 
pall brakes
 
 
I 
I./  
lolled
 half stay front
 and 
rear  

 III 
it 
ti. wide flange
 Normandy hubs 
All 
this 
at the low, 
low  
price of $89.95 
....ee
 le- 
for: 
^.1111. 
DE 
SIMONE'S  
 Cycling 
shoes,  jerseys. 
trunks. 
.1e -e 1.5808
 
Niro.,
 
and teed 
bottles  
SPECIAL  
SPRING
 AND
 
SUMMER  
GOLF 
RATES 
TO 
SJS  
FACULTY
 & 
STUDENTS
 
MONDAY
 
7 
5 
, 
. SATURDAY 
THRU 
SUNDAY & 
FRIDAY
 
HOLIDAYS
 
  AFTER 4 P M 
PLEASANT
 HILLS 
GOLF 
CLUB 
SOUTH WHITE  
ROAD
 NEAR STORY 
LEARN TO FLY 
THIS  SUMMER 
Aing 7teenty
 ,9ttc. 
San Jose 
State Flying
 Club 
Check  
our low 
rates 
 
30
 
memberships  available 
Sign up NOW 
in
 
the student union 
7 to 9 p.m. weekdays 
Look 
for our booth
 
in the 
outer  quad 
during 
finals  week 
javelin
 
appear
 the
 
best
 
of
 the 
In-
dian
 
hopefuls.
 Co
-captains
 
Rich  
Klier  
in
 the 
880 
and 
Don 
Bell
 in 
the 
discus
 
are  
another
 
pair
 
with
 
a 
chance.
 
Stanford
 
can 
also 
claim 
one
 
of 
the 
best 
broad
 
jump,  
three
-
141)1111.%  
In 
the 
station.  
l'hurlie
 
Barth,
 
Craig  
Barrett
 
and 
Dan 
Moore  
have
 all
 toyed
 
with
 
the 
25 -foot
 
mark
 
this 
year.
 
Cal 
has 
a 
team
 
weak  
in depth
 
and 
equally
 
weak 
in 
individual
 
stars.  
Dave
 
Maggard,
 a 
240- 
ref-
ugee
 
from  
the 
football
 
field,  
has  
developed  into 
one 
of 
the
 nation's
 
better 
colleKiate
 Olio 
putters.  flit -
lance
 ace 
Alan 
Gaylord,
 quarter
 
miler  Bob
 
Karlsrud
 and
 
hurdler
-
broad
 
jumper Cebron 
Russ
 are 
other 
Bears  
who  could
 finish
 their 
college
 carers 
in Philly. 
The 
Youth 
Village  is, of 
cow  se, 
ineligible
 for the 
NCAA 
meet  but 
will 
be 
prepping  for 
the 
AAU  
championships
 in New 
York 
later  
in 
the 
month.  
The addition of 
SCVYV  
to the 
PAA 
meet  adds 
class with 
the 
likes 
of
 Jim Beatty,  
Jetty 
Siebert
 
and 
other  slant 
donning  the 
gold
 
and green. 
SCVYV  is hopeful 
of
 
taking 
the AAU crown 
in what 
micld 1)(' 
last N'ear ,df 
operation.
 
FLARICIAII 
SPEAXIIIG
 
BM CiAt 
est,c_Cote,...5
 
L 
Oa 
I. A 
S V F. - 
doldsinaker,
 
who
 more 
ot I 
Imo  
not
 know
 
what
 thesre la I k 
isig
 about,
 
have
 toad, 
the  
Nett
 
York 
Yan-
kee-
 
and  li, 
1iigcle-
 
Dodgers
 
Iii 
.irites
 
fur 
tI,. respeelise 
I 
1.1:1'  
III.
 
I 
1iiierican
 
mill  VI -
11.11,11
 
league,. 
Ir.  kind 
of
 
flat-
tering 
liecame 
that% 
tutu he 
p 
ii It 
I 
al the ,...1-1111%
 
11111M.I.  
t i l i i i 
e 
at1.1-maker,
 
guided
 
Ole 
'1 ink- 
nit1 
Milssalikee  as 
.10,1 1 
i kt1 tO 
11,11.111.
 
Latest  (olds
 lit the
 gambling
 
leoss  
base
 
hits' 1 anks 
listed 
at 
i%iii
 money
 to 
repent  a- 
shams 
pions.
 
while
 the 
Ihnlgers  are 
lidedl  a 2-1 
over 
l'iti-loirgh
 
iklilwankee I 
It ranciseo 
1.1-1 
Citealinati  
tI 
I 
at,.1 
"i.
 17,11. 
Figured 
Ike 
adik top 
it 
tint 
.rc 
Dt.trOil 
I :1 
I. 
1 
11.,.1.11111  I 
I, Ilia1111111., 
I
 1 / ,I1.1
 II. 
a 
1411.1,1,11,p
 
tat I 
.111er 
being  0111'
 
01
 1111. Iarl las °rites. 
NVe 
can't help 
wondering
 if the even money
 odds  on the 
aokees
 
aren't  a result 
of the Bombers' reputation
 
when extra 
loot 
is 
insolved.
 The big bad Yanks. %leo 
:WI 
un 
illMigh
 
Ii. who 
deal- 
my ptirse steals 
ever
 
have a 
habit of 
makiiig
 
-Limbict 
of the
 
pennant
 
rate
 %lien 
the long green is 
in
 -igldt. 
For
 instance,  last 
season  times
 broke away f   the 
field ill 
iii''
 
stretch
 
hills  15 
consecutive
 
season -ending
 h 
III 
5, mit-distancing 
the field
 by eight 
games.  
Still, this year 
is T111S 
year. And
 the 
Yankees  
won't  
scare
 
the rest of the league
 into 
handing  
them
 the
 pennant. 
It's 
!Loin::
 
to take pitching.
 not a gloriously 
long list of past 
achievements.
 
Unless manager Ralph 
Flotik unravels the knotted up Yank pitch-
ing 
problem
 soon. the Bomber- to is have to 
relinquish suprem-
acy in their 
limp 
to
 the Tigers. 
I 
kiddies
 or 
Indians.  
'cOseifstengel  
Friday  Stint
 2, 1961 
COMING 
AND  
GOING
 
Raiders To Play 
At Candlestick, 
Train on Coast 
OAKLAND 'UPI) The Oak-
land Raiders today announced
 that 
they would again train 
at Santa 
Cruz this 
year.  
About 65 aspirants will report
 
to head coach Eddie Erdelatz 
Saturday, July 22. 
The artnOlineed
 
a 
four
-game  
exiiitoi
 ion seised u 
e, 
They
 will lime Ilouston at HIM, 
lulu Aug. 11. !slaver at Spsdkanc. 
Wash., Aug. 
19, San Diego at San 
Diego Aug. 27, and Denver at Ke-
zar Stadium, San Francisco, La-
bor Day, Sept. 4. 
The  Sept. 4 game will he 
playeil
 
for the benefit of the Children', 
Hospital of the East Bay and 
WIt 
be the only appearance 
of
 thi. 
Raiders
 at Kezar 
this
 year. Oak 
land's
 seven home 
garnet will
 
lie 
t 'layer!
 at Candlestii.i.
 
Park.  
The Yanks, known 
for the shrewdness of 
past  
trade-.
 tots 
hase hl  lered 
%sheet
 dies bartered
 lister. !hereto off
 to 
the Los 
Angeles Angels. In 
return,  tlidv -d-cured the 
services
 of Truman' 
Os
-winger. regarded Ids 
most a- a find. reliever_
 but iii  I 
the 
blazing effectiv etiess of 
Duren.  
New York. 
in all probabilits. ran 
field  the best eight 
mei,
 
in baseball consistently. But it takes nine men to 
do
 the job 
and that   It one (the pitcher / has 
been estimated to be friiiii 
70 to 90 per cent 
influential
 in the. outcome of ally given
 game 
Es en 
last  sear. when the Yanks won, their pitching 
was  re-
garded 
as 
unpredictable.
 But their 
manager 
was lied 
as town
 - 
.lictable
 Charles  Dillon 
Stengel
 I 
ia-,'s
 to 
yam. nil there ar, 
less if any 
managers  in baseball hisiost who etrnill 111111.11w taledit 
1r   a pitching -tail the '14:1 11.1,.N 1,11111. 
Ca-cy
 
can) poll hit'string.  ,uiui 
more. howeser.
 It's
 all
 
aild
 
to Houk 
now. 
Sliel unless
 he can get
 
results  front
 
someone
 
I.-
-iii'- 55 
Ititey 
Ford,  he's 
going to 
base  a hard t'   getting 
his 
liaek next 
season. 
41/4"1"0111111011111.111"11111.1411"1".
 From 
this
 corner
 it looks 
a. 
though the results 
will have
 to 

   from right-handers  Rollie 
:-..lieldeen 
and  Bill
 Stafford. 
Bob
 
Turley  is 
unreliable  and  
still  little
 more
 than a thrower 
nese,
 
having 
mastered the. delicate- art of 
control.  
DEANSGATE'
 
natural  shoulder
 clothing 
at its best! 
The 
DEANSGATE
 
label
 in 
your
 
suit  
or spoil 
coat is 
incontrovertible
 
evidence  
that 
you are 
wearing the 
best
 of 
natural  
shoulder
 
fashions!  
SUITS    
from 
59.50  
SPORT
 COATS
   
from 
32.50
 
CD
 
osRer's
 
SO 
South  Fourth Stret 
rotv)i E,Cati",19V.:14152.--
2980
 
Stvens
 Creli 
Blvd.  
As this is written, the Bombers have 
their one-twodliree. 
four punch
 going for them. 
Slit' key
 Alantle I Ill. Roger Maris 
112).
 Bill 
Skossron  11111
 and 
Yogi
 Berra 
ife 
have Isom ....k-
ing 
the ball %jilt 
posser. 1 
et 
thus
 are four 
games jut 
arreat-  of 
front r  
 g 
Detroit.  
Suit
 
gotta have heart but 
t ois're
 a lot
 
!teller
 off with pitching. 
WS bard to understand the bookies' point of slew. Nes, York 
has 
failed
 
to 
shoh 
adiv 
i'1,ar-eut  
superiority  in 
approximate!,
 
one.quarter of the. season but they're esen  
-s. 
compareel
 
to 1-2 when the 
campaign  began. 
In the National League.. there 
appears to be no more reason-
able
 
favorite  than the Dodgers. 
although it will 
by 
no means he 
easy for
 the
 I.. 5. 
mail.  The 
Reds., 
Pirates, Braves, 
Cardinals  and 
Giants  all have 
a shot at the 
crow, 
Pittsbtirgh
 
hill  
have 
a 
rough lime 
repealing  
unless  Vens  
Lass. 
redisediters  the  form 
that  helped 
them  win it last s ear. Bob 
Friend,
 too. hiss been getting 
knocked  
around. 
Milwaukee
 appears to be over the 
hill.
 age -wise. while Cin-
einnati 
and
 st. Louis 
lease  
something  to lie desired 
in the
 
poster
 
department. 
San 
Francisco?
 Probably a good 
long.sltot  bet. 
SAN JOSE'S
 POPtItAR 
DOWNTOWN  
HOTEL  
for 
 
COMFORT 
 CONVENIENCT 
 
FRIENDLY  
SERVICIII
 
 
MODERATE
 RAMIS
 
DRIVE-
 PN 
GARAGE  
FREE 
OVERNIGHT
 
PARKING 
Ralph C. 
Cali:Swett,
 
Manager 
CYpress
 
4-9404
 
FIRE PROOF CONSTRUCIION 
TELEVISION TIANOUET ROOM,
 
COFFEE SHOP FOUNTAIN 
MONTGOMERY
 
HOTEL
 
South
 
First  
St.
 at 
San  
Antonio  San 
Jose.  California 
CAR WASH 
APPROVED 
Minif-Mon
 
SERVICE  
FAST. 
BEST  
2 Locat,..ns 
OPEN DAILY AND SUN. A.M. 
21 North Fifth Street 
77 South 
Montgomery  Street 
Speed  
Quality -SC,'
 'ER 
II 
years
 
Depeno...  
CHANGING FACE 

 Profes-
sional 
baseball has an 
ever 
changing  cast 
with
 familiar faces 
departing  and promising 
new-
comers  appearing.
 Jake Gibbs 
(I), a football and
 baseball star 
at 
Mississippi  was signed last 
an 
Herb  Score (1) was shipped 
to the 
minors by the White Sox 
SPARTAN
 
DATT.T-5
 
SF State 
Pitcher  
Given
 
MVP Award 
SAN 
FRANCISCO  
1.4'11
 Fred 
Glasser, San Francisco
 State pitch-
er, 
has been named most
 valuable 
player in the Far 
West Conference 
for 1961. 
San Francisco State 
and Sacra-
mento 
State dominated 
the offi-
ilal league team, announced
 Weil -
1 neseday
 by the loop's coaches. 
Draft 
Selection 
SAN FRANCISCo
 (CHI The 
San 
Niners 
Imlay  
signed
 um 
Murchison,  speedy efluI 
titian  Li:Mei-soy
 of Pacific.
 Mur-
chison. di at ted 
sixth  
in 1960,
 hail 
laden
 slated 
I., 
join
 the 
Forty
 
Niri-
('us last season. 
loit
 
remained
 in-
CANERAL
 AUTO REPAIR 
SPECIALTY 
htydrarnafic
 Powerglide  
 Special Student Rcate
A & M 
Auto 
Repair  
456
 
E. 
San S.I.redor 
CY
 S 
4,41
 
Angelo's
 Steak
 House
 
OPEN 24 HRS.
 
Delectable  dining
 in the  
LARIAT  
ROOM
 
Two other 
locations
 
Old  Colony
 Steak House 
The 
Sitar  

 
IIPo
 
72 E. Santa Clara 
CY 
7-7184
 
FOREMOST GOLDEN 
STATE
 
Athlete
 of the Week
 
Ben Tucker
 
Up an.; 
 .  ince 
Ben 
Tucker,  will have three
 more yes -
cif 
colligate  competition to imr- - 
an already 
professional
 4:09 rr e 
ing. The 
18 year old San
 
Franciscr,
 
graduate, with 
Bobby 
Bondi. 
h.  
and 
Pat Kelso, shct put. 
moved  
us 
the freshman squad to fill the gu. 
the varsity. All three 
have
 bested
  
var,itv
 
r..ouritercarts
 
GET TOP 
MONEY  
FOR YOUR USED 
BOOKS! 
DURING OUR 
BOOK
 
BUYING 
CARNIVAL  
:AO 
'01 
SPARTAN
 
BOOKSTORE 
"Right 
On 
Campus"
 
1.
-SPARTAN 
DAILY 
Friday. 
June  2. 1961 
Davis'Challenges'in
 
sOpeech
 
.;,lie.v on 
ASB president. Brent Davis of-
fered a challenge to 
incoming ASH 
officers,  asking
 them 
to 
develop
 
student 
government  into a more 
far-reaching
 governmental
 body. 
The new president
 made his first 
address 
to more 
than  100 
students.  
faculty
 and 
guests  at 
the
 Installa-
tion 
banquet 
held
 last night
 at 
Lou's  
Village.
 The 
banquet 
tradi-
tiunally-
 marks 
the end 
of the old 
and 
officially  
begine  
the
 newly
 
elected
 student
 gosernment
 
adrrun-
istration.
 
Speaking  in 
a tone of 
determina-
tion.  Davis 
said that 
student 
gov-
ernment will
 go beyond
 the 
regular  
three
 
branches
 
of 
government
 and
 
will place
 special
 emphasis
 on the 
research
 
and 
communications  
areas.
 
Following  
Davis
 
to 
the  speakers 
platform.
 Dean 
of 
Students  
Stan-
ley C. 
Benz 
delis 
ered 
the 
keynote  
address.
 He 
spoke  on 
the 
resixinsi-
on
 public
 personnel administra-
tion 
will
 teach at our 
six  week 
summer 
session,"  announced Dr. 
Frederic 
Weed,  head of 
the poli-
tical science department. 
Dr. Felix A. Nigro. visiting
 from 
Southean Illinois
 University. is 
author
 of many books and articles 
on public personnel 
administra-
tion,
 
stated
 Dr. Weed. 
He will be 
teaching
 Public Per-
sonnel 
Adrninistrai
 vet 181B 
and 
Political
 Science Seminar
 231, 
ri,  
MN
 
MI
 1E11
 
CI\  
IC
 
PLAYHOUSE
 
136 
W.
 San 
Carina
 I 
across from 
Cis  lc 
Auditorium)
 
"The
 
Little
 
Hut*
 
OPENS
 
THIS  
VVEUEND
 
I 
111..1
 
am!  
!--A.TI '11. A 
Friday
 
S2.15)
 
to p.m. 
far 
Studtr.+6 
2 FOR
 THE 
PRiCE  C.F 
STUDENT  
BODY
 C,FD 
For 
Rei.enation.
 
Call  CI 
4-2247 
or CI 
5-0888
 
EMI 
PIM 
III1E1 
NW 
la 
CLASSIFIEDS
 
CLASSIFIED
 RATES: 
25c a 
line first 
insertion 
20c
  line
 
succeeding
 
insertions 
2 lin* 
minimum
 
TO 
PLACE  AN AD: 
Call
 at 
Shirient
 
Affairs
 Office-
Room 16, Troia
 
Hall,  or 
Sand 
in
 Handy 
Order 
wail Chock or Mosey Order. 
 No Phone Orders  
Bread
 mew 
7." 
WOMEN, 
--.:  
 -; 12r: o^ 
.trt 
 
St-oo  
?V, "-..o-
- 
Coss. CY 3 nes 
_ 
Mel, student  ^qv 
- -. ears 
11"
 
'-' 
405  
INA 
Funs. 
apts.,  
  
r   
6'.  0" 
5.5.14'.
 
Girls  - fall rental 
- annr^y 
k 
 
re-
 
34 
 24 
I^ 
Summer
 &-F11 -  - 
CY
 7 s'isn. 
_ 
Girl wants 7 
Faro 
opt  
- 
5 
Alf,ACC,01 
.1-
 
 TOA 
 11 "r". 
7. 
1 rm. fern. pt. 
Home
 
for . 
Two 
siory 
horn.  
--  
Furaishd 
.;  4 
o ea-.," ". 
Close to tollog
 
2325 
Per
 
Sole  
2 
Couch,
 115.
 --  r 
WASP rush sting' 
"Beio'er,  - 
  
45r0 
keys* 
treiler,
 I 
'  
35M.  
Camera,
 2 
tse nor 
--al  
 
Sce  tst 
so - 
5= 
 7, 
  'eta
 
pier.  ses
 
? 
ct 7 
 
'64
 
 
 
. 
955 rr,t; 
;- be, 
'41 1- -I 
Lost & 
Fend 
----------
 - - - 
!V  
-  - 
Witnd 
a 
ereafellveroare
 
';- 
So-
 
Cl,,.
 
Treelprtsstion 
-  
. 7 
0;4  
weeiett  
--1 *--, 
,  , . t
 
 
; 4  
 
acrl'.1ce  
!41!ll  
Mel  - 
dent 
government  
officials 
rr. 
maintain
 to be 
"keystones"
 in the 
college
 community.
 
outgoing  
ASH 
iifficials
 
were 
rec-
ognized
 at the banquet for 
their 
Senate OKs Bill To Disbar
 
Or Suspend Red Lawyers 
SACRAMENTO
 
-- The Americanism 
strong,
 
we
 should 
fate of bills
 aimed at Communist 
sell
 the idea the best 
country
 is 
teachers and lawyers 
rested  yes- a free country" 
services 
to
 the college_
 terday with 
the Assembly. Miller joined in the
 attack by 
The 
Senate  by a 
slim  21-15
 
saying -
margin
 
Authcrity  
margin 
Wednesday
 approsed and , "You 
don't  fight communism 
sent to 
the lower  house
 
legisla-
 eith
 
cheap.  
chintzy  
bills iike 
this! -
To Be 
Summer Prof 
tion providing  
for the disbarment
 
COVILRS PAST 
NILMBERSH1P  
.y know) 
authority  
or 
suspension of 
lawyers
 who be-
riationel 
long tu the 
Communist party
 
La-
 
Shaw  defended his measure 
by 
other 
subversive 
organizations.
 
saying
 that present laws  only ap-
week.
 
Senate
 
plied to attorneys already 
licensed 
Earlier 
in the 
the 
 
in California
 but that his 
adopted
 similar 
legislation  
dealing  
measure
 
would 
permit  the Board or Bar 
with school
 teachers on a 
vote of 
22-14. _Both 
bills were by 
Sen.  
Examiners
 to refuse to issue
 a 
Stanford 
C Shaw. 
iD-Oniariot, 
license  to an applicant
 who would 
. 
 
and referred 
to lower house 
corn-
, 
nut testify
 coecertang 
past or 
mittees for 
hearings  later this 
present membership in the
 Com-
, 
morith. Sen Richard
 Richards. 
ID-
 
"mist
 
Party.  
Shaw was given 
an
 
assist
 in 
Los 
Angeles),  led a 
bitter  attack 
the 
debate
 by Sen. 
J.
 
Eueene  
3k-
' on Shaw's 
lawyer
 bill in the Sen-
ate. 
Meer, ID -San Francisca.. 
'This probably
 is 
nut  a 
very'
 
- - 
bright thing 
to du 
politically,"  he 
said,  touching off 
a debate that 
ISO
 Announces
 
lasted for 
more than 
an
 houi 
Officers 
communication
 and 
production.  
"but I am getting 
sick and 
tirea
 
evi  
of 
the 
hogs; 
ash
 
we are having 
to 
intern:dame'
 Student. 
Organi-  
Heller has 
also written for 
the 
Steve 
Allen and Bob and no 
put up with,  
zi.ition president George Maalouf
 
"Because  it has the word 'corn-,
 
announced  the election results
 
for 
inimism
 in 
it,
 we 
are 
all
 
supposedl
 
ISO officers for the
 Fall 
semeste:
 
to ran 
for cover 
and 
not  
vote
 
yesterday.  
against
 it 
because  some
 
opponent  
The  new 
president
 ,will be 
Gur-
dime day might
 accuse 
us
 of 
be-,
 
don  Thorlakssom. Canada: 
\lee
-
mg Communist Or Communist
 
presidents.
 All
 Navab. Persia
 
and  
sympathizers.''
 
I Bernard
 
Christopher.
 USA; 
trees -
SAYS
 LAWS ADEQUATE
 
 
urer, Margaret  Deflaum,
 USA: 
Richards dared anyone
 to 
ac-
 
recording  secretary. Beverly 
To -
case
 him of being a Communist.
 
bin. 
USA;
 
corresponding
 
secretary.
 
Ile insisted 
present  
eiws
 
adequate-
 
' 
Ruth Zans,
 
Jamaica;
 social 
chair-
ly cover 
the problem of 
Commu-1
 
man, Florence Gondo, 
Japan:
 
nist or subversive attorneys. 
' 
membership  chairman, 
Elisabeth
 
"We 
can pass
 stuff
 like
 
this
 
Cleinmensen.  USA: 
publicity
 
day  after day,"
 he said, 
"but
 
this
 
chairman, Efrairn 
Gugel.  
Pales
-
is not 
the way to prove
 who is 
the,
 
tine. 
better  American."  
I 
Sen. Alan Short. .D -Stockton 
and Sen. 
George
 Miller Jr., .1a- Dorm Rooms 
Martniez., also attacked the : bill. 
Rooms are  still available 
in the 
"I do mistrust communism." Short 
dorms fur
 
summer  school sessions. 
said. 
-But I think our 
strength,
 
according to Robert 
Baron,
 hous-
a 
by 
.. 
coordinator  
i 
g 
. 
nd uur ideals are weakened 
'his kind of measure. To make, 
coordinator
for rooms
 
during
 the sia-
GuildToGive
 
Ten  
Awards
 
week
 session are $45 
for a 
doubt'
 
Temporary 
close ; room and $57 for
 a single. 
Dunn.'
 
, the 
four -week session 
a sin':, 
:roo is $38 
and a double 
is 
$"'' 
For A -U Center 
. 
mBaron
 said.
 
la A 
 
Applications are avsilable
 in the 
,. 
. 
center will be 
Hostel
 
June 9. 12 
and 13 
during  
Housing office.
 
Acen266.
 A 
$20 
;he 
department's
 move to 
TIES.depedt
 
is required. 
Services
 will 
resume  at the new 
Inestion on June 14. 
Construction 
of
 two 
additioria  ' 
faiors to the present center 
has 
made the temporary 
mow  nece-i 
telephone 
watch  on 
exiensvin
 
ai.22 will be maintained 
during
 the 
moving period to 
handle 
emer-
gencies.
 
Dr. 
Richard  
Lee  
is,
 
head 
or
 
I 
arl-VieR,  said the department
 , 
will 
meet
 all
 prior commitments
 
for prearems 
already  scheduled 
;`.
 
Ito
 three eels. par:ael. 
Spartaguiele 
Tf 
MAT  
Friday  Flictie.
 "Anent
 ..13.
 In_ 
Bee -errata
 
Ytil 
1-3,-
  
ter  
:kror-
- 
1:Irlitorvar
 7 
11
 
I,T,
 
'9 
ellT-VT14,1r
 
al.artier
 herupiet, "pucker.  

 
in 
7 
Wshtquiat,
 
enfot.-Tist
 
10 
re:,ervat ions in a ; lahie 
llf),:11AY
 
 track team, 
ren,ii
 u 
s" ..th 
and 
NEW 
AUTO INSURANCE 
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED 
ie,inis  or se $120 
on
 automobile 
 
en. noe cernmon 
rs, 
undr 25 pears
 
04 
.
 II 
oto C.etoro; 
Cesuelty
 
 ty 
Est -tootle. 
-ttereed 
roan
 le fl-is sq 
brdlat
 
1. 
general',  
peying 
11C411:;v0 
p-rr,ieros
 
for the d-oree 
'41 
ir,ol.ed,-
 lays Georg M 
Camp 
1,1 Spe144. 
1190105100tY.
 
for  
hel;eve 14.  
married
 ',so 
w;+t, 
famay 
respons;b:lifies  
is  
more cseeful drive- and crones 
fewer accidents,"
 said Campbell. 
"Therefore.
 he is 
entitled
 to rates 
hr.matare  
ckters." 
For 
esernple.
 A 'married 
man ag 
22 
wish 
Bodily
 
Iniury
 
Liability
 
$10/20,000,
 Property D a r 
a'.
  
$ 000 and 
Medical $500 pays 
'bolt  
$157 a 
year
 
with  
wieir in 
compnis 
With  Cali. 
fornie 
Casualty k 
would  pay 
About $00 loss $16 dividend,
 or 
 nst of 564 lbss.el on current 
20 per
 
cent dividend)
 Thos  In
 
%trees 
about
 $93 with the Er. 
chng (Other 
coverage,
 
with
 
comparable
 
te.ings).
 
Campbell  declared that even un 
married
 men 
and woman
 with 
good 
driv,ng  
records 
may save 
over
 20  per 
tent. 
Call
 or *rite for foll 
information
 
to GOON*
 M. 
Campbell,
 566 
Maple 
Ave.
 
Sunnyvale
 
REgist  9 
1741
 (day 
& nits).
 
TELEVISION
 
quart-Int,'  
JOE'S  TELEVISION 
'9
 
N.
 13th 
St. CY 7-3541 
41NOL911PlanwriammlownamaillSzalliliellilge
 
 
The
 SJS 
Radio
 and
 
Television
 
guild  
will
 hold 
its 
annual  
awards
 
banquet  
tomorrow
 
night  
qt
 the 
Golden  
Doors 
restaurant
 
in Los
 
Gatos  
Honors
 will 
be 
bestowed
 on 
10
 Radio' 
and TV 
students 
and the
 
program
 
director
 
of
 KSFO
 
will  
speak 
at the 
event.
 
The 
banquet
 
will begin 
at 
7:30  
pm 
and is 
open 
to all 
majors 
in 
the Speech
 
and Drama 
areo.-Tick-
els 
are 
Among  the 
awards  
are  
outstand-
ing  
Freshman.
 
Production,
 and 
di-
rector.
 The 
Faculty  
Award  will 
be
 
given  to 
the 
outstanding
 
student  
in the 
department
 and 
cotrunu-
nity sere 
ice awards 
will be 
pre-
sented 
to 
stations  
KLOK
 and
 
leNTV,
 
according
 to guild spokes-
man 
Robert
 Cohn,  
Hugh Heller,
 1951 SJS 
graduate  
and former 
producer 
for  the 
Geerge
 Gobel 
radio  and 
television  
, shoes will speak 
on
 general 
topics  
iii 
the fields
 of radio and 
television 
Cal
-Vet 
Vouchers 
June 
entmlistener 
attendance  
souehers tor ('at -vet 
must be 
signed In
 the Cashier's 
office
 
Adm263 before
 Monday. aecord-
Ing to 
Edith Graven.
 cashier. 
SELF-SERVICE  
LAUNDRY
 
Real 
CLEAN  
Wash 
"BEST  WASH" 
re. toth E E,o,r 
Open
 24 
Houri  
St. 
Thomas  
A ctdpe' 'or 
Mrning 
Worship.
 Sunday 
30.....
 
Gass.  Peachirn 
The Roy John Cilia., 
Latrines Campus Paste-. Saanfed 
:DA 1.-1 Sas
 Ca'
 
Anal
 
Wonship  
Servic
 
Next Sunday 
June
 Ilth 
Allan Dieter, Campus 
Pastor  
Campus 
Christian  Center 
300 
S. 
10th
 
at San Carlos 
NATIONAL 
LUTHERAN  COUNCIL 
Japanese
 
City  
on 
'Showcase
 
SJS'
 
San
 
Jose's
 sister
 city,
 Okayama, American
 
students
 
who
 
have
 
tray.
 
Japan,
 
will  
be
 the 
feature topic Cad in Japan 
will
 
be
 
interviewed
 
Sunday 
night
 
on
 the 
student  pro- by
 announcer
 
Sue
 
Doerr.
 
duced  
radiu  
show, 
"Showcase
 
SJS."
 
BABE'S
 
RECORD
 
he
 
hit
 
.623 ta 
aim  
: 
The  
program,  
produced  
by 
stu-
cilium, 
will  be 
heard  at 
930 On 
dents  in 
the Radio
 and 
TV
 eurre 
' 
sett
 in 
the
 
New 
YorkYankees
 
to
 
a 
emir.
 
NEW  
YORK 
'UPI.-
 
Babe
 
Ruth
 
lagnzsall-thime
 
NiVorld
 
Series
 
recasa
 
KLOK, 1170 
kc. 
, 
game
 
sweep  
ever  the 
St.
ails
 
Japanese  
exchange 
students
 and , 
Cardinals.  
-- -- -- - 
MN 
=I 
Mil 
NE 
1111111
 
THE  
MINSTREL  
'Fist
 CABAREI 
Doss:N.11M>
 I 
136 W. San Carlos 
APPEARING 
NIGHTLY  
THE 
Pius 
Added 
Attraction  
PEDDLERS
 
ROBERT
 COMPTON
 
Flamenco
 
cover
 
25c  
Sun.-
 
50c 
Fri. 
& 
Stu.
 
11. 
mi.=
 
mom  
Closed
 Montlallonl  
CY 
7.9957
 
SAVE!
-SAVE!
 
Big 
Discounts
 
on Car 
Services
 
10
-Minute  
Service  
on
 
Lubrication
 
EXAMPLES  OF 
MONEY
-SATING
 
SERV - 
I. lubrication
  
$1.25
 
2. Oil Change
  
qt. 
41c  
3. Oil Filters  30° off 
4. Wheel
 Pack (per wheel) 1.10 
S. Tires Rotated
 (per wheel)   
.. .3k 
6. /rake Adjustment
 97c  
7. 
Drakes Relined 
linos+
 cars) $1 500 
8. 
Mufflers
 It 5ininute 
service)  
300,
 off 
CREDIT - 
IANKAMERICARD.  FIRST NATIONAL 
Students - Call CY 5-6257
 for appointment 
 
 v 
DISCOUNT
 
LUBRITORIUM  
loth & 
Keyes Streets 
CYpress  
5-6257 
Avot1,4*,
 
Its 
what's
 
up 
front
 
that
 
counts
 
-ILTER-BLENP_]
 -a 
Winston  
exclusive
-makes  the big 
taste 
difference.
 You 
get
 rich 
tobaccos
 
that
 
are  
specially  
selected
 and 
specially
 
processed
 for
 full flavor
 in 
filter  
smoking.
 Make your 
next 
pack 
Winston!  
WINSTON
 
TASTES
 
GOOD  
like 
a cigarette 
should!
 
b._ 
